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I. What is “La Statistique Générale de la Femme” ?

An album that contains 101 delicately colored

tables, maps and graphs that present women’s

contribution to the French social economy during

the 19th century

Presented by Mme Marie Pégard (1850-1916) ,

secrétaire générale du Comité des femmes

françaises à l’Exposition de Chicago (1893).

This collection of statistics was initially

commissioned for presentation at the Woman’s

Building at the Chicago World Fair in 1893



 

Summing-up the genesis of the Album



The Statistics on display

By showing the importance of women in a nation’s

industrial production, Bertha Potter Palmer hoped to

show the need to develop their technical

education to improve their subordinate position.

Above all the Americans sought to drive home a

political message about the necessity to establish a

just salary for women.

Writing to Mme Carnot, the French President’s wife,

Palmer argued that the Record Room in the Woman’s

Building through its “graphic charts” would make

women’s parts in the social and political economy of

every nation “a matter of governmental study and

investigation.”

Ibid., 8. Quoted in Weimann, The Fair Women, 391.



• Marie Pégard submitted this album to the French Academy

of sciences for the Montyon prize in statistics.

• Pégard’s brief introduction to her statistical material

emphasized a concern to synthesize material “through

graphs that would speak to the eyes,” leaving readers to

form their own conclusions regarding women’s position in a

wide range of areas.

• The document won an honorable mention, rather than the

highest honor. To justify their decision the judges noted that

“Madame Pégard did not attempt to draw conclusions from

her tables…limiting herself to collecting the documents.”

Académie Française

The Montyon prize with honorable mention



What is the purpose of the document ?

• Pégard used graphic statistics to convey a sustained argument about the 
comparative weight of women in a modernizing French economy.

• What is the implicit message that emerges from their juxtaposition within 
the context of an emerging feminist movement? Focusing on the graphs 
related to education and savings

• For Pégard herself, these statistics represented a first step toward adopting 
a feminist posture, which would acquire other forms in the years to come.  



II. Statistics, social sciences and the gendering of work   

Free-trade male economists discussing about 
Women’ role in the economy and the society in 
general :

1. Studies and publications about women’s work, 
their place in the economy or their rights  
Paul Leroy Beaulieu, Le Travail des femmes au XIXe Siècle, 1873 

→ no graphic representations

2.    The Society of Political Economy : debating 
women’s place (5 June 1884)

• Frédéric Passy

• Jules Simon

• Paul Leroy Beaulieu

• Emile Cheysson

• Léon Say

→ General consensus that women’s central role is in 
the family but difference of opinion concerning the 
relationship between productive and reproductive 

work  

Jules Simon

(1814-1896)



Women, education and socialization

• All-male societies  …but a few exceptional women 
who enter the conversation

→  Julie-Victoire Daubié

(1st “bachelière” in France in 1861)

• La femme pauvre au XIXe siècle (1866)

• She publishes her award-winning essay on women’s place in the 
“moral economy” in Le journal des économistes

Julie Victoire Daubié

(1824-1874)

Emile Levasseur, Le journal des 

économistes, 1875



Universal exhibitions and graphic statistics : 

• The social sciences and universal exhibitions–a tight fit:

→ concern to show national power in a scientific way

• Graphic statistics : introducing a language that “speaks 
to the eyes”

 Frédéric Le Play was general commissioner of the universal 
exhibition of 1867  

 Emile Cheysson was associated with the exhibition of 1867 by Le 
Play 

“A diagram is neither German, English or 
Italian. Everyone grasps immediately its 
relationship to quantity, surface or color. 

One can thus conclude that graphic 
statistics are indeed a universal language 
that allows scholars from all countries to 
share their ideas and their work easily for 

the greater profit of science itself”

Emile Cheysson, Journal de la Société 
Statistique de Paris, 19 (1878): 323-333.

Emile 

Cheysson

(1836-1910)



 

Scholarly societies, social economy and statistics → constructing a 
universal language and the dissemination of knowledge



III. Reading the Statistique générale de la femme

 Follows a general movement that uses graphic statistics to present economic and 
political phenomenon  

 Pursues a questioning about women’s role that is the object of debate in the societies 
that use statistical tools and reasoning 

“produce a synthesis in the form of graphic statistics that speak to the eyes that indicated 
women’s position, compared to that of man’s in the different areas of social life”  Marie 
Pégard

What is new ? → a woman speaking about the role of women using the new 
language (statistics) 

What is the message about women’s role in the French society in this 
international context?  



The use of different graphic forms in the Album



A possible reading/interpretation of the document

→ The importance women’s social and economic role and perhaps a vision of 
their increasing independence? 

Demography (fertility, nuptiality)

 Instruction and human capital  

Women’s participation to the labor force (occupations and professions)

Sex occupational and sectoral segregation

Savings as form of  social insurance for the poors



A broader vision of the role of women

Given Palmer Potter’s request for statistics about work, 
what did the French murals show that was not requested?

• Demography, centered around issues of nuptiality, fertility  and 
women’s migratory movements  

• Instruction and human capital (Enseignement)

• A chapter on savings accounts (Livrets de Caisse d’Epargne) → 
savings as a individual protection against economic risks





Interpretation of the story the statistics tell  

• Women who marry, bear children, move around, grow 
old, go to school, work and save money  

• Women who teach and who learn : Education matters

• Women who work, as men, in different sectors

• Women who save against economic risks and poverty







Livrets de Caisse d’Epargne : Savings as insurance for the 
poors







Women who teach and illiterate wives











IV. Concluding remarks 

→ Significance of La Statistique as political language and material object

A document intended to “speak to the eyes” vanishes from public view …but carefully 
preserved  AND NOW presented here more than a century later

• A woman using statistics to speak about women

• Statistics : a language to convince about the importance of women in the society / to shed light on 
gender inequalities (still an issue of concern today !)

• Gathering gendered statistics to measure improvement or possible rolling back (or backlash)

• Statistics have to be used with caution : index and indicator built in order to rank countries 
(benchmarking)  do not integrate the complexity of gender inequalities and how systemic they are


